
Characterisation Pg Quote Explain

Matilda 23 This was the first time I had 
been in position to tell her 
anything’

Balance of power between 
mother and daughter

Mr Watts 1 ‘Pop Eye wore the same 
linen suit every day. His 
trousers snagged onto his 
bony knees in the sloppy 
heat’

Worn out looking figure

Dolores 6!!!!!
23

‘She had heard man had 
been to the moon but was 
inclined not to believe such 
stories’!!
‘What would you do girl? If a 
man was hiding in the jungle 
and he ask you to steal from 
me. Would you do that?’

She hasn’t seen such 
technology, so she finds it 
difficult to believe such a 
concept

Identity Pg Quote Explain

Mr Watts!!!!
Mr Pip!!!!!!!!

2!!!!
45

‘He was Tom Christian Watts 
and white as the whites of 
your eyes, only sicker.’!!
It will become a blacksmith it 
seems... Pip had setteld into 
the routines that go with the 
blacksmith;s life including 
nights huddled around the 
fire with Joe Gargery and 
others at a pub... drinking ale 
and listening to one another’s 
nonsense.’

Mr Watts Identity was white

 Setting Pg Quote Explain

9 ‘Our houses sat beached in a 
sloppy row, all of them 
gaping back at the sea.’

Intertextuality Pg Quote Explain

Bible 9 We’d have to walk on water 
to get off the island now.’

Reference from the bible

Themes Pg Quote Explain



Figurative 
Language

Pg Quote Explain

Metaphor!!!
personification!!!!!!

Simile!!!
Metaphor!!!!
Metaphor!!!!!
Metaphor.

1!!!
1!!!!!!
1!!!
8!!!!
9!!!!!

10

‘He didn’t need that red light 
bulb’!!
‘His large eyes in his large 
head stuck out further then 
anyone else’s- like they 
wanted to leave the surface 
of his face’.!!
‘She looked like an ice 
queen’!!
‘The redskins were going to 
choke the island and the 
rebels into submission’!!
‘… You felt the language 
would have o be big enough, 
even enormous, scripted out 
in series of lightning bolts.’!!
‘We were used to the 
helicopters buzzing in and 
out of the cloud around the 
mountain peaks.’

Representation Pg Quote Explain

....!!!!!
Christianity/Faith!!!!
Truth!!!!
Parent/child 
relationships

23 ‘But this was a place she 
didn’t know about and hadn’t 
heard of.’!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Representation of elderly!
-Dolores cannot 
comprehend a different 
world such as Mr Pip’s



!!
Language:!
Authority, compassionate, emotional!!
Introduction!
3 Body: Main ideas/ arguments in order!
    -Could be 3 main paragraphs or 4-5 short paragraphs !
    - topic sentences !
    - present tense

Context Pg Quote Explain

Matilda!!!!
Matilda!!!!!!
Matilda!!!!!!
Matilda

1!!!!
4!!!!!!
8!!!!!!

29

‘When I was a skinny thirteen 
year old… us barefoot kids.’!!!
‘White stars and a full moon 
were more important when 
my grandfather grew up than 
they are now that we have 
generators.’!!
‘That’s how much we cared. 
We had fish. We had our 
chickens. We had our fruit. 
We had what we always 
had.’!!
‘We could not imagine air so 
cold that smoke came out of 
your mouth... We could not 
imagine such a world’

Brought up on a close-knit 
community, lived off the 
land.!!
Her island started out with 
nothing, but now they have 
generators.!!!!
Content with what they 
have had since she 
remembers!!!!
Matilda was brought up on 
an island were it was never 
frosty. She couldn't 
comprehend such a world 
that was.


